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GW190521 is the compact binary with the largest masses observed to date, with at least one in the pair-
instability gap. This event has also been claimed to be associated with an optical flare observed by the
Zwicky Transient Facility in an Active Galactic Nucleus (AGN), possibly due to the post-merger motion of
the merger remnant in the AGN gaseous disk. We show that the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA)
will detect up to ten of such gas-rich black hole binaries months to years before their detection by LIGO/Virgo-
like interferometers, localizing them in the sky within ≈ 1 deg2. LISA will also measure directly deviations
from purely vacuum and stationary waveforms, arising from gas accretion, dynamical friction, and orbital
motion around the AGN’s massive black hole (acceleration, strong lensing, and Doppler modulation). LISA
will therefore be crucial to alert and point electromagnetic telescopes ahead of time on this novel class of gas-
rich sources, to gain direct insight on their physics, and to disentangle environmental effects from corrections to
General Relativity that may also appear in the waveforms at low frequencies.

GW190521 is the most massive compact binary merger
observed by the LIGO/Virgo Collaboration (LVC) to date,
with progenitor black-hole (BH) masses of 85+21

−14 M� and
66+17
−18 M� [1, 2]. The larger BH lies right in the pair-

instability gap ∼ [50, 130]M� [3–5], calling for interpretations
beyond standard stellar-evolution models. A viable channel
to produce such massive BHs is via repeated mergers
(which would also explain the large misaligned spins of
GW190521 [1, 2]), e.g. in stellar clusters [6–8] or in active
galactic nuclei (AGNs) [9–11]. While [2] suggests that
repeated mergers might be rare in globular clusters, due to
BH ejection by gravitational recoil, nuclear star clusters have
higher escape velocities and more efficiently retain merger
remnants. Alternatively, GW190521 may have formed in an
AGN disk, where mass segregation/dynamical friction (DF)
favor BH accumulation near the center (enhancing merger
rates) and their growth by mergers/accretion [9–13]. The
large GW190521 masses may also be consistent with metal-
free, population III star progenitors [14] (see also [15, 16]).
Other less standard scenarios include beyond-Standard-Model
physics [17], primordial BHs [18], boson stars [19], and
extensions of General Relativity (GR) [20]. Finally, [21] note
that there is a non-negligible probability of GW190521 being
a “straddling” binary, with components below and above the
pair-instability gap. Although some analyses [22–24] suggest

that eccentric waveforms might fit the data better, supporting
a dynamical origin in a dense environment, the formation of
GW190521 remains mysterious.

Remarkably, the Zwicky Transient Facility observed an
optical flare (ZTF19abanrhr), interpreted as coming from the
kicked GW190521 BH merger remnant moving in an AGN
disk [25]. If confirmed, this would be the first electromagnetic
counterpart to a BH coalescence (see however [26, 27]). The
flare occurred ∼ 34 days after GW190521 (the delay being
ascribed to the remnant’s recoil) in AGN J124942.3+344929
at redsfhit z = 0.438. If the flare is indeed associated with
GW190521 and due to the remnant’s recoil in the AGN disk,
[25] finds a total binary mass ∼ 150M�, kick velocity ∼ 200
km/s at ∼ 60 deg from the disk’s midplane, disk aspect
ratio (height to galactocentric radius) H/a ∼ 0.01, and gas
density ρ ∼ 10−10 g/cm3. They also argue that the binary
is most likely located in a disk migration trap (galactocentric
distance a ∼ 700GM/c2, with M ∼ 108 − 109 M� the mass
of the AGN’s central BH), where gas torques vanish and
binaries accumulate as they migrate inwards [28]. While the
GW190521–ZTF19abanrhr association is debated [29], the
results presented below do not rely on it, but only assume that
GW190521-like systems reside in gas-rich environments (e.g.
AGNs [9–13]).

Months to years before merging in the LIGO/Virgo
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band, BH binaries with masses of at least a few tens M�
spiral in the mHz band of the Laser Interferometer Space
Antenna (LISA) [30], a gravitational-wave (GW) space-
borne experiment scheduled for 2034. Observing several
years of inspiral with LISA would permit estimating the
source parameters with high precision [31–33] – e.g. the
chirp mass and distance to fractional errors ∼ 10−4 and
∼ 0.4, respectively, the sky position below ∼ 1 deg2 –
and, crucially, it would allow for predicting the coalescence
time within a minute, weeks before the signal is detected
from Earth. This would permit alerting electromagnetic
telescopes in advance, pointing them at smaller sky regions,
and looking for electromagnetic counterparts [31] coincident
with the coalescence. Moreover, GR extensions typically
predict low-frequency corrections to the GW phase, e.g.
vacuum dipole emission at −1 post-Newtonian (PN) order,
which will be tested to exquisite precision by LISA inspiral
observations [34–36].

We show below that LISA might observe several gas-rich,
high-mass BH binaries. Besides observing these sources
beforehand and localizing them accurately [38], LISA will
also detect environmental (i.e. non-vacuum [37]) effects
directly in the GW signal, namely gas accretion/DF on
the component BHs, the binary’s acceleration around the
AGN’s BH, and possibly the Doppler modulation and the
lensing/Shapiro time delay from the central BH. These effects
may jeopardize low-frequency tests of GR (with which they
may be degenerate), but may help localize the source by
correlating with AGN catalogs. Henceforth, we use units
where G = c = 1.

Event rates. Assuming a binary population with parameters
drawn from the LVC posteriors, Ref. [2] estimates the
comoving merger rate of GW190521-like systems as 0.13+0.30

−0.11
yr−1 Gpc−3. With the same hypotheses, LISA will observe 1–
10 such systems, depending on the high-frequency laser noise,
the mission lifetime, and the operation duty cycle, out to z ≈
0.5 (for more details see [38]). Note that, if GW190521 lies at
the low-mass end of a heavy-BH population extending beyond
100M�, LISA rates would be significantly higher (because in
the (10 − 103)M� range the LISA horizon distance is ∝ M5/3,
with M the source-frame chirp mass [32]). Indeed, if we
conservatively assume a Salpeter mass function extending to
200M�, the inferred LVC rate would boost LISA detections
by about an order of magnitude (see also [39]).

Detectability of environmental effects. We model accretion
from the AGN gas disk by the Eddington ratio fEdd ≡ ṁ/ṁEdd
between the mass accretion rate ṁ of either BH and ṁEdd ≡

LEdd/η, with LEdd the Eddington luminosity and the radiative
efficiency set to η ≈ 0.1. The mass growth of the BHs (i =

1, 2) is mi(t) = mi(0) exp( fEdd t/τS ), with τS = 4.5 × 107 yr
the Salpeter time. The phase term in the Fourier-domain
GW signal h̃ ∼ |h̃| eiφ̃ induced by the mass growth can be
evaluated in the stationary phase approximation at leading PN

order [40]:

φ̃accretion ≈ − fEdd (8 ξ + 15)
75M(1 + z)
851968 τS

[
π fM(1 + z)

] −13/3 ,

(1)
with f the observed GW frequency, z the redshift at
coalescence, and ξ ∼ O(1) a factor parametrizing the drag due
to the momentum transferred by the accreted gas [40], which
we conservatively set to zero.

The binary’s center of mass (CoM) acceleration around the
central massive BH also modifies the waveform, as studied
in [41–43] for CoM accelerations almost constant during the
observation period. Neglecting the universe expansion, the
phase correction reads [41–43]

φ̃acceleration ≈
25M
65536

v̇q(tc)
[
π fM(1 + z)

]−13/3 , (2)

where v̇q is the acceleration projected on the line of sight,
computed at coalescence. For quasi-circular galactocentric
orbits, v̇q ≈ (3.2 × 10−11m/s2) ε, where [41]

ε =

(
vorb

100 km/s

)2 10 kpc
a

cosψ , (3)

with vorb the orbital velocity around the central BH, and ψ the
angle between the line of sight and the acceleration. Since
cosψ = cos ι sin(Ωt + φ0) (with ι the inclination angle of the
line of sight relative to the AGN disk, Ω =

√
M/a3/2, and φ0

the initial phase), the assumption of constant acceleration only
holds at sufficiently large galactocentric distances a (i.e. low
Ω). We will verify this assumption a posteriori (and relax it)
later.

Eqs. (1)–(2) show that accretion and (constant) acceleration
are degenerate, since they both appear at −4PN order [37,
40, 41, 44] (though accretion always yields a negative
phase contribution, while acceleration can give contributions
of either sign). Both effects can be included in the
waveform via a phenomenological PN term φ̃−4PN =

ϕ−4
[
π fM(1 + z)

]
−13/3 [45], with ϕ−4 related to fEdd and ε for

accretion and acceleration, respectively.
We also consider the DF from gas with density ρ

surrounding the binary. Assuming that the binary’s CoM is
approximately comoving with the gas, DF exerts a drag force
on each BH (opposite to the BH’s velocity ~vi in the CoM
frame), FDF,i = 4πρ(Gmi)2I(ri, vi)/v2

i , where ri is the distance
of the BH from the CoM, and we assume vi � cs (with cs

the gas speed of sound; note that vi is relativistic when the
binary is in the LISA band). We use the analytic expression of
the “Coulomb logarithm” I(r, v) provided in [46], which was
validated against simulations up to vi/cs = 8, but which we
extrapolate further (see also [47]).

We assume here cs ≈ vorb(H/a) [48], with H/a ∼ 0.01 [25].
Following [46] (see also [49–51]), we only include the effect
of the wake created by each BH on itself, and neglect
the companion’s [52]. For f / 0.3 Hz this is a good
approximation, since the orbital separation of GW190521 in
the LISA band is larger than the wake’s size. In the adiabatic
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approximation, the DF-induced phase correction first enters at
−5.5PN order:

φ̃DF ' −ρ
25π(3ν − 1)M2(1 + z)2

739328 ν2 γDF
[
π fM(1 + z)

]−16/3 ,

(4)
with γDF = −247 log ( f / fDF) − 39 + 304 log(20) +

38 log (3125/8) and fDF = cs/[22π(m1 + m2)], being ν =

m1m2/(m1 + m2)2 the symmetric mass ratio.
In Fig. 1 we show the distribution of errors – produced with

the augmented Fisher formalism of [33] – for the Eddington
rate fEdd, the acceleration parameter ε, and the gas density
ρ, (normalized to ρ0 = 10−10 g cm−3 [25]). We use fEdd =

ρ = ε = 0 as injections, i.e. the distributions represent
optimistic upper bounds on the parameters. We use the
samples released by the LVC, for the NRSur7dq4 model [53]
and, for each sample, draw sky location and polarization
randomly. The extra terms of Eqs. (1), (2), and (4) were
added to PhenomD waveforms [54, 55] one at a time, and
we accounted for the antenna motion during observations as
done, e.g., in [33, 56, 57]. We consider detections by LISA

FIG. 1. Distribution of Fisher-matrix errors on environmental effects
with LISA alone or in combination with ground detectors.

alone, and in combination with ground interferometers. In
the latter case, we assume that the masses, spins, and merger
time can be measured by ground detectors, which reduces the
parameter-space dimension.

We find that LISA alone can detect super-Eddington
accretion rates ( fEdd & 5), which may be typical in dense
environments [58], and acceleration parameters ε & 3 ×
105, corresponding to a ≈ 1 pc for M = 108M�. The
DF effect is even stronger, with ρ/ρ0 constrained at percent
level. All errors improve by about an order of magnitude
with multiband detections (e.g. sub-Eddington accretion rates
become measurable).

Besides considering environmental effects one by one, we
focus on a single system compatible with the LVC posteriors
and perform a Markov-Chain-Monte-Carlo analysis [59]
similar to that of [33], injecting non-zero values (plausible
for sources in AGNs) for all environmental effects: fEdd = 5,

FIG. 2. Posterior distribution of gas density and -4PN phase term
(corresponding to constant acceleration/accretion), with their 68%,
90% and 99% confidence contours. Black lines indicate the injected
values.

ε = 3.2 × 106 (corresponding to a ≈ 0.4 pc for M =

108 M�) and ρ = ρ0. Fig. 2 shows the posterior distributions
for the density (ρ/ρ0) and the parameter ϕ−4 accounting for
acceleration/accretion. Both parameters can be measured
well, since they appear at different (negative) PN orders. Note
that the sign of ϕ−4 can help distinguish accretion (ϕ−4 < 0)
from acceleration (ϕ−4 of either sign).

We have verified a posteriori the assumption of constant
acceleration, i.e. for the results above the systematic error
produced by the variation of ε over the observation time Tobs
is negligible with respect to the statistical error. For a .
0.25 pc [M/(108M�)]3/7[Tobs/(6yr)]2/7 (i.e. orbital periods
T . 1200 yr [M/(108M�)]1/7[Tobs/(6yr)]3/7), however, this
may no longer be true. This is the case, e.g., if GW190521
lies in a disk migration trap. Ref. [25] estimates the trap
distance from the central BH as a ∼ 700M, corresponding to
T ∼ 1.8 yr, i.e. the acceleration cannot be assumed constant
over the observation time.

We can estimate the effect of non-constant acceleration as
follows. Ignoring cosmic expansion, the observed signal is
s(t) = h(t +dq(t)), with h(t) the source-frame strain. The delay
dq(t) arises from the change in the source distance due to the
orbital motion, and is given by the projection of the orbit on
the line of sight: dq(t) = a cos ι sin(Ωt+φ0). This time-varying
delay produces an oscillating Doppler modulation φDoppler ∼

2π f dq of the observed signal. The magnitude of this phase is
of order

2π f a ∼ 2 × 104 rad
(

M
108M�

) (
f

10 mHz

) ( a
700M

)
. (5)

This effect strongly impacts the signal, dominating over
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FIG. 3. Doppler modulations of the GW signal due to the motion around the central BH. The left panel shows the time-frequency track of the
modulated signal (solid line) compared to the non-modulated one (dashed). The coalescence is at t = 0. The right panel shows the amplitude
of the Fourier-domain transfer function (s̃/h̃)( f ), with a horizontal line at 1. In both panels, the shaded bands show the frequency bands where
the time-to-frequency map becomes multi-valued.

the Doppler modulation produced by the LISA motion (≈
30 rad), which happens on comparable timescales. The GW
frequency suffers redshifts/blueshifts as the binary’s CoM
moves away from/toward LISA, as shown in Fig. 3. These
modulations dominate over the GW-driven chirp rate, leading
to a multi-valued time-to-frequency map in the shaded bands
of Fig. 3, where chirping and anti-chirping parts of the signal
are superposed. This strongly affects the Fourier-domain
observed signal s̃( f ), with the transfer function amplitude
|T ( f )| = |s̃( f )/h̃( f )| showing interference patterns in the
shaded bands. The impact on detection and parameter
estimation is under study [38].

Another potentially detectable effect – particularly for
edge-on AGN disks – is the strong lensing of the GW signal
by the central BH, which occurs at scales given by the Einstein
radius,

rE ' (4MDA)1/2 = (4Ma cos ι sin(Ωt + φ0))1/2 , (6)

where we assume a � DA, with DA the angular diameter
distance to the lens. Significant lensing occurs when the
source passes within ∼ rE from the lens, and the lensing
probability is thus the fraction of time (during a full orbit
around the central BH) for which this happens [60, 61]. A
GW190521-like event in an AGN disk’s migration trap falls
either in the repeating-lens regime or in the slowly-moving
lens regime defined e.g. in [61], depending on the observation
time Tobs and M. The probability of strong lensing is (see
Fig. 4)

Plens = Min
[
1012

2
Tobs

yr

( a
M

)−3/2 M�
M
, 1

]
2
π

arcsin

2 √
M
a

 .
(7)

.

Strong lensing also affects the observed waveform directly.
For a plane wave, the lensed signal (in real space) is given by

hL(t) = F( f , t) h(t) , (8)

in terms of the the amplification factor F( f , t). For a point-like
lens in the geometric-optics approximation [62, 63],

F( f , t) = |µ+|
1/2 − i|µ−|1/2e2πi f ∆t , (9)

where the magnification of each image, µ± = 1/2 ±
(y2 + 2)/(2y

√
y2 + 4), depends on time through the

lensing parameter y ≡ b/rE , with b the impact
parameter. The time delay between two images is ∆t =

∆tfid

[
y/2

√
y2 + 4 + ln

(
(
√
y2 + 4 + y)/(

√
y2 + 4 − y)

)]
where

∆tfid ' 2 × 10−5(1 + z)M/M�sec. Periodic passages of the
orbit behind the central massive BH will produce repeated
interference patterns on the observed waveform. From Eq. (8),
one sees that besides rescaling the waveform amplitude,
strong lensing also yields an additive correction to the phase.
For a plane wave, the latter is simply φSL = Arg[F( f , t)].
We have checked, however, that this dephasing is typically
smaller than the Doppler modulation described above (c.f.
[38] for details).

Discussion. If GW190521-like events are confirmed
to occur in dense gaseous environments, this novel class
of GW sources may provide a unique multimessenger
probe of AGN properties. By detecting the inspiral of
these binaries months/years before their coalescence in the
band of ground-based detectors [38], LISA will be crucial
to localize potential electromagnetic counterparts and to
measure the binary parameters with exquisite precision, but
also to uncover non-vacuum effects. The latter can provide
complementary information on the astrophysical environment
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FIG. 4. Lensing probability as function of observation time, Tobs, and
galactocentric distance, a/M, for M = 108 M�.

of these sources, and may help improve their localization by
correlating with AGN maps.

Accounting for environmental effects is also crucial to
detect possible corrections to GR [37]. Effects like extra
dimensions or a time-varying Newton constant enter the
inspiral waveform at −4PN order [64], being thus degenerate
with accretion or acceleration. Other effects, like vacuum
dipole emission, also appear at negative PN orders [34].
If negative PN corrections are measured by standard
parametrized tests [45], the detection of an electromagnetic
counterpart in the LISA sky-position errorbox would favor an
environmental origin over a beyond-GR one.

Given these tantalizing prospects, dedicated simulations
would be needed to carefully describe environmental effects
in binaries, accounting e.g. for radiative transfer and outflows
that may affect DF and accretion [58, 65], and modeling
strong accelerations in relativistic binaries accurately [38].
Relativistic corrections might also impact the signal, if the
binary is close to the central BH (note that a ≈ 700M
corresponds to vorb ≈ 0.04). These include orbital periapse
precession, spin-orbit [66] and spin-spin [67] precession, and
gravitational redshift. The Shapiro time delay can also be
significant, i.e. δt ∼ 103 s

(
M

108 M�

)
as we will discuss in [38].

The central BH may also produce Lidov-Kozai oscillations,
increasing the binary’s eccentricity [68, 69].

Besides the merger remnant’s emission in optical, X-rays
from accretion onto the binary components and radio flares
from jets are expected. Following [40], we find both effects
difficult to observe even with future telescopes (e.g. Athena+,
Square Kilometer Array) [38].
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